Physical Traits of the Six European Races Found in Germany
Nordic Race
Build

Western Race

Eastern (Alpine) Race

Dinarian Race

tall,
slim
long
long, narrow,
back of the head projecting
to the rear
long, narrow, cheekbones
not visible

short, slim

short, stocky, broad

tall, not-so-slim

long
long, narrow,
back of the head projecting
to the rear
long, narrow,
cheekbones not visible

long
short, narrow, back of the
head steep, as though
chopped off
long, narrow, cheekbones
not remarkable

Forehead

flat, sloping back, narrow

steep, more convex

Nose

long, narrow, projecting
from a high base, straight
or aquiline

narrow, with a high base

short
short, round,
back of the head somewhat
rounded
broad, round,
noticeably broad
cheekbones
steep, convex, rounded,
broad
short, blunt, snub,
projecting relatively little
from a low base

Lips
Chin

narrow
narrow, square, welldefined
lean
rosy, fair,
translucent
plentiful, soft, fair, smooth
or wavy,
heavy beard growth
elongated, deep-set,
light-colored (blue or gray)
tall, slim, robust,
fair
calm, erect, controlled
stride

somewhat full
narrow

Legs
Skull

Face

Abdomen
Skin
Hair

Eyes
Overall
Appearance
Movements,
Walk

lean
brownish
soft, black or brown, curly

brown
small, slim, delicate,
dark
freely moving, excitable,
lively

blunt, rounded
full, rich in fat
less fair, yellow-brownish,
apparently thicker
abundant, coarse, and
straight, dark, scanty beard
growth, abundant body hair
brown (appear small),
shallow-set
short, broad and round,
dark
heavy, firm, easygoing

East Baltic Race

Phaehlian Race

short, stocky, robust,
big-boned
short
short

tall, broad

broad, blunt, extremely
broad cheekbones

broad, low

less sloping

sloping back

big, strong, projecting
strongly from a high base,
turned down at the end,
fleshy toward the bottom
fuller
broad, rounded, high

flat at the base, snub, short

wedge-shaped, lower,
steeper
shorter, broader

round, receding

thin
massive, pronounced

fleshy, robust
brown, coarse

taut
light

robust
rosy, fair, coarse

very thick, black or dark
brown, curly

coarse, white-blond to ash
blond, thin growth of beard

thick, often wooly, blond

brown, deep-set

gray or gray-blue

light, more gray than blue

tall, slim, robust, dark

stocky, rough, fair

tall, robust, fair

calm, robust, slow

calm

calm, vigorous

long
long to medium, back of the
head projecting
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